
Defined Root Center

You're grounded and trust that everything is working out the way it
should. This provides you with a strong capability to get things done in
your business without stressing.
You love chaos. Or maybe you don't love it, but it doesn't bother you.
You thrive under pressure and can handle anything thrown your way

Before we dive into what it means for your business to have a defined root
center, let's first remember that where we are defined, we broadcast that energy
out into the world. This is a yang energy. It means you have the theme of that
energy and it operates on a continuum... meaning you can either have the
energy or not.  You can use it or misuse it.

When you have a defined root center, you have the ability to be motivated
into action from the outside world.

In your business, you're gifted with the potential ability to be calm under
pressure. You'll feel able to kickstart something. As long as you follow your
strategy and authority, your root center is a true gift and will provide you
with a burst of momentum when you need to get started on a project.

YOUR POTENTIAL GIFTS (when aligned): 

You'll always feel a burst of motivation and drive from this center when
you're moving forward on things that are aligned.

It's always about taking direction from your strategy and authority first.
Your root center will give you additional energy to kickstart things, but only
when you're aligned.

Remember, you can misuse a defined center too.

Adrenalized energy & motivation (a pressure center)



Defined Root Center

The biggest thing to remember - Don't overuse your root center. This is
adrenalized energy, which means that if you use too much of it, you'll
fatigue and burnout. 

Use your strategy to guide you in knowing when to use your root center.
Refer to your type worksheet for more information.

PRESSURE CENTER: Even with a defined root center, you can still
experience the pressures of this center as you may find that you can
become addicted to the momentum you get when it's engaged.

You could also believe that you always have to be "under the pump" in
order to access this energy. It's not the case. The outside world gives you
the momentum... follow your strategy and authority to ensure you're
using this center in an aligned way.
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Do you feel in a rush to get this done? 

Who do you need to inform before you act?!

Did you follow your inner authority before you took action?

Instead of pushing forward with what you're working on, instead take a
breath and ask yourself if you need to push or whether you need to take a
rest.
Do you need to rush through the process or do you have time to allow it
to grow? Lean into your authority in this instance.
You also need to 'inform' your audience. This could be a post on social
media that starts off with "I'm thinking about..." with a cute graphic to go
with it. A call to action to join a waitlist would work well here to.

Before you rush into action, answer these questions:

Let's use a scenario to help you understand what this might look like in your
business...

You've just received a download on a new group program you want to bring out
into the world. You're beyond excited about it and you know this is the right move
forward.

You feel a burst of energy as you start moving forward with your program. As you
map it out and get the content ready, you start to feel yourself wane energetically. 

Instead of taking a break, you push on because you feel like you'll lose the
momentum and you want to get this out into the world as quickly as you can.

Here's where you might need to make adjustments:

1.

2.

3.

As a Manifestor, you will likely feel the urge to initiate on so many things... this
is why your strategy is to inform... so that you can take a beat before you do!

Defined Root + Manifestor

Journal prompts for a defined root + Manifestor strategy



Journal prompts for a defined root + Manifestor strategy

Use this space to write everything down and work through the process of
informing and following your inner authority.

Defined Root + Manifestor


